Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 2/10/21

- **EdgeX Hanoi Dot release (1.3.1) has been released.** A new version of the device-grove-c is also now available.
  - Release notes for the dot release are on the Wiki.
  - Docker Compose files for the dot release are also available.

- Logging service has now been completely removed from EdgeX.
- New filters (By profile name, by resource) are now available in application services.
- The device service team has completed using Vault for the MQTT DS credentials.
- CoAP and GPIO device services are in the midst of review. Comments on the services are back to the authors to address.
- **Next week’s DS meeting has been cancelled due to the President’s Day holiday in the US.**
- TAF tests had been failing due to security test issues. These have been corrected.
- The Test/QA team is exploring how to make TAF tests more available and friendly to allow developers to run TAF tests before submitting code.
- Security’s Service Consul ADR is nearing completion and will be discussed in the security WG today.
- The EdgeX Ready program is attempting to get the program deployed as soon as possible but was not ready for the dot release. The program is waiting on:
  - LF Edge governing board approval and LF legal agreements
  - Finalization of the device profile tool and documentation for the program
- The ORRA sub-project team is holding a private organizational meeting this week but will soon announce a public meeting for the community to participate in this new vertical solution effort.
- With several estimates submitted to do a translation of the EdgeX website to Chinese, the marketing team has run into an issue that a Chinese website may have to be created from scratch due to the tooling currently used to build the web site.
- The V2 API work of core services is complete except for one API and addressing CBOR needs. Work on support services is well underway – especially around notifications.
- The V2 API work is on track to finish around the middle of April.
- Now that the completion of V2 API work is within sight, the working groups are now being asked to consider possible schedules to complete their work so that the community can estimate full delivery of the Ireland release.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Secure Consul / #318 – to be reviewed in the security working group for final resolution
  - Service Registry / #283 – being worked by the author and security WG.
  - Upload threat model / #259
  - Metris / #268
  - DS Filters / #282 – a lot of review work and discussion occurred this week and nearing finalization.
  - Two small ADRs were completed this week:
    - Source name addition to the message bus ADR.
    - Removal of V2 proposed changes for array types which has been reversed
- A [new project board](#) is available to track non-backward compatible changes for this release.
The TSC PRC meeting has been set for Feb 25\textsuperscript{th} (5pm PST). Jim, Lenny and Henry will be presenting for the TSC in this first meeting.

The monthly architect’s meeting has been moved to Feb 16 (10am MST)

An outreach to the Digital Twin Consortium was accepted and Jim will be leading a meeting with them next week for possible collaboration/integration.